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I would like to thank the Hammermen of Edinburgh for the generous funding I received towards my trip to Tokyo. I
could not have imagined what an invaluable experience this exchange would be for me, and it was thanks to the
support I received from the Hammermen that I could afford to take this opportunity.
I spent three months (April-July 2016) at Hiko Mizuno College in Tokyo, it is a college that teaches jewellery making
(the department I was in), bicycle making, shoe making and bag making. The college is situated in Harajuku, the
fashionable area of Tokyo famed for the outlandish outfits worn by the people who hang out there. I was amazed
and inspired by this place from the moment that I arrived.
The school was a modern four story building, well-equipped with machinery and apparently earth-quake proof
(fortunately this was not put to the test whilst I was there). All the students in my class were Japanese and two other
exchange students. The language was certainly a barrier, I was expecting this, but everyone was so welcoming and
kind. If I ever needed help to find something in the studio or to use a machine, there would always be someone
willing to help me. This was an aspect of Japanese culture that I really learnt from during my stay; my kind-hearted
classmates had a collectivist attitude, always wanting to help others. At the weekends, I would often go out with my
classmates; they took me to flee markets, galleries, museums, parks and traditional restaurants. I was so lucky to
have them show me all these places that I would not have come across on my own.

Two classmates (Satomi Kamimoto and Satomi
Chiba) and I standing outside our classroom at HIko.

A woman in Harajuku
On my first day I was asked by my “Sensei” to go out and take photos of Tokyo: capture aspects about this city that
contrasted to my own city, capture whatever inspired me. So I wondered from serene shrines, through bustling
alleyways overflowing with people and into streets lined with skyscrapers. It was overwhelming but there were
many things that drew my attention. Tokyo is a colourful city; against the white backdrop of the modern buildings
there are spring flowers, vivid signs outside all the shops and restaurants, even the road markings, vehicles and

packaging are eyecatching. Coming from the medieval old city of Edinburgh I was especially sensitive to the colours
of Tokyo, that are accentuated by the sunlight. I also tried to capture the geometric patterns of the architecture in
this modern city and the contrasting natural forms of the plants that pop up between the buildings and around the
temples.

Personal photos of the streets of Tokyo

After a few days of photographing the city, I had another tutorial with two of my Sensai’s and I was told that for the
next few weeks I should create a research book with ideas and imagery that would inform my final project of
jewellery pieces. So, using materials that I found in shops such as the 100 yen shop (60p shop!) and Tokyo Hands (a
six story craft and tool shop), I began to make collages. I tried to recreate certain aspects of the photographs,
focusing on the colours and textures. This was a completely new way of working for me. I usually begin a project by
drawing but this time I didn’t even put a pen to paper. It was refreshing to try a new approach.

I continued working on my research book for the first half of my exchange. I played with materials I had never used
before such as plastics and rubber. I incorporated all these new materials with metal. I found that I was really
encouraged to work in my own way. Everyone in the class had a unique approach to their research, it was interesting
to see. There were no rules or criteria to follow; you didn’t have to draw if you didn’t want to, you didn’t have to do
artist research etc…an individual work method was approved and nurtured by the teachers. For this reason, I really
felt creative and free and enjoyed experimenting.
Midway through the semester, we finished the research project and prepared for our next short project: Creativity
Camp in Nasu (in the Kanto region of Japan, surrounded by forest, mountains and hot springs). The three visiting
designers leading the creativity camp were Paolo Cardini (an Italian product designer and tutor at Rhode Island
School of Design), Samira Boon (a textile and product designer working in Amsterdam and Tokyo) and Diane Becker
(Director International & Creative Studies at Hiko Mizuno College of Jewellery). Before heading to Nasu, the three
designers looked at my research project and I had a meeting with them to receive feedback. It was great to hear
their thorough critiques and advice. They liked the way in which I had developed colour, composition and tactile
qualities into my collages from the photography. They then went on to discuss how I could develop this research to
extend and improve the qualities I was exploring and really refine my work. I found the feedback from the meeting
extremely helpful and was happy that they asked to show my project to other students at Nasu.
For the Creativity Camp, we were staying in traditional cabins in the middle of a forest. The main studio was a big
room with great glass panes as walls. It was an amazing place to do a project and a contrast to Tokyo life! We were
mixed in groups with jewellery makers and bicycle makers and were given a few quick projects before one final
project on the last two days. The brief was to create a design intervention: redesign an existing object in a satirical or
imaginative way that could address a problem with the current design. All the results were interesting; my favourite
was a pair of glasses that make both wearers have to interact. It was challenging working in a group, especially as
those in my team did not speak a lot of English and I very little Japanese but I really learnt a lot about overcoming
these barriers and cooperating in a group, it was also interesting to design something that wasn’t jewellery and think
in a different way.

In the design studio at Nasu

After the creativity workshop we returned to Tokyo and took part in a short project to help an artist for a civil
engineering exhibition at the Tokyo 2121 Design Sight. We were working on a cross section map of the longest
tunnel in Japan. I really enjoyed helping with this project and seeing the behind-the-scenes and the preparations for
Dinner at Nasu
an exhibition.
When we then had a few days’ holiday, I went to Kyoto with my friend and fellow exchange student Sabina. Kyoto
was once the capital of Japan and still resembles a more historic Japan than the modern city of Tokyo. We rented
bicycles and explored the many temples, it was an amazing weekend.

Photos of Kyoto

For the final few weeks of my exchange, it was time to develop my research project into pieces of Jewellery. An
exhibition of the exchange students work was to be held from the sixth – ninth of July, so the three of us designed a
poster and began working on our exhibits. We decided to call our exhibition “Visual Noise” as we felt this referred to
the overwhelming visual stimulation in the city of Tokyo that informed all three of our projects.

The poster for our exhibition

The day of our exhibition arrived and I displayed my three final pieces:

Rubber and copper necklace

Front and reverse
Brooch: Nickel,
paper, thread,
plastic.

Bracelet: Rubber and copper

The exhibition space

I was very happy with the exhibition and my final work which was thanks to the visual inspiration of Tokyo, the
support of my tutors and the creative environment at Hiko. I used materials and techniques I had never tried before
and I learnt about my own, individual research method and gained confidence in my working style. Now I am back in
Edinburgh for my final year, I am using what I have learnt and the imagery I collected in Japan to inform my degree
show.
A special thanks again to the Hammermen of Edinburgh for the financial support that made this possible.

